We study the general relation between the power spectrum and the squeezed limit of the bispectrum of the comoving curvature perturbation produced during single-field slow-roll inflation when the initial state is a general vacuum. Assuming the scale invariance of the power spectrum, we derive a formula for the squeezed limit of the bispectrum, represented by the parameter f NL , which is not slow-roll suppressed and is found to contain a single free parameter for a given amplitude of the power spectrum. Then we derive the conditions for achieving a scale-invariant f NL , and discuss a few examples.
and used in observation. Among them, a particularly useful one is the squeezed configuration, where one of three momenta is much smaller than the others, e.g. k 1 ≈ k 2 ≫ k 3 . A dominant source of non-Gaussianity for this configuration is the so-called local one, where the curvature perturbation is locally expanded as [5, 6] R(x) = R g (x) + 3 5
where the subscript g denotes the dominant Gaussian component. The coefficient f NL determines the size of non-Gaussianity in the bispectrum.
An important prediction of single-field slow-roll inflation is that, in the squeezed limit, f NL is proportional to the spectral index n R − 1 of the power spectrum [6, 7] , and is thus too small to be observed. This relation holds irrespective of the detail of models and is usually called the consistency relation. Thus, barring the possibility of features that correlate the power spectrum and f NL [8] , it has been widely claimed that any detection of the local non-Gaussianity would rule out all single field inflation models. However, it is based on two assumptions. First, the curvature perturbation is frozen outside the horizon and does not evolve. That is, only one growing mode is relevant on super-horizon scales. Indeed, it is possible to make use of the constancy of R to extract only a few relevant terms in the cubic order Lagrangian to simplify considerably the calculation of the squeezed bispectrum, and to confirm the consistency relation [9] . If we abandon this assumption, the usual consistency relation does not hold any longer [10] .
Another assumption is that deep inside the horizon interactions are negligible and the state approaches the standard Fock vacuum in the Minkowski space, so-called the Bunch-Davies (BD) vacuum. If this assumption does not hold, the corresponding bispectrum may be enhanced in the folded limit [11] , in particular in the squeezed limit [12, 13] . Thus, the usual consistency relation may not hold. See also [14] , where the violation of the tree level consistency relation is discussed together with the infrared divergence in the power spectrum from one-loop contributions for non-BD initial states. However, in the previous studies the relation between the power spectrum and bispectrum was unclear and f NL was not easily readable [12] , or case studies on specific models were carried out [13] . It is then of interest to make a closer and more explicit study on the general relation between the power spectrum and the squeezed limit of the bispectrum.
In this article, we compute the squeezed limit of the bispectrum when the initial state is not the BD vacuum and study the relation between the squeezed limit of the primordial bispectrum, described by the non-linear parameter f NL and the power spectrum. We find indeed f NL can be significantly large, but its momentum dependence is in general non-trivial. We then discuss the condition for f NL to be momentum-independent, thus exactly mimics the local form (1).
Before proceeding to our analysis, let us make a couple of comments. First, we note that the squeezed limit does not necessarily mean the exact limit of a squeezed triangle in the momentum space. It includes the case when the wavenumber of the squeezed edge of a triangle is smaller than that of the observationally smallest possible wavenumeber, i.e. that corresponds to the current Hubble parameter. In the context of (1), it needs to be valid only over the region covering our current Hubble horizon size. Second, in our analysis we focus only on the squeezed limit of the bispectrum and its relation to the power spectrum. However, if a large f NL that mimics the local form of the non-Gaussianity is generated, we may also have the bispectrum with a non-negligible amplitude in some other shapes of the triangle [12, 13] . This may be an interesting issue to be studied, but it is out of the scope of this work.
II. BISPECTRUM IN SINGLE-FIELD SLOW-ROLL INFLATION
For general single-field inflation, the equation of motion of the comoving curvature perturabation R is given by [15] 
where a prime denotes a derivative with respect to the conformal time dτ = dt/a, ǫ ≡ −Ḣ/H 2 and z 2 ≡ 2m Pl a 2 ǫ/c 2 s and c s is the speed of sound. From (2), we can see that irrespective of the detail of the matter sector, a constant solution of R k always exists on super-sound-horizon scales, c s k ≪ aH, and it dominates at late times for slow-roll inflation for which z −1 ∼ a −1 ∼ τ .
Here we focus on the case of slow-roll inflation. Keeping the constancy of R k on large scales, in the squeezed limit k 1 ≈ k 2 and k 3 → 0, the bispectrum at τ =τ is given by [9] 
where η ≡ǫ/(Hǫ) and s ≡ċ s /(Hc s ).
Being interested in large non-Gaussianity, among the terms inside the square brackets of (4) we may focus on those not suppressed by the slow-roll parameters, that is,
where for simplicity we have assumed the time variation of c 2 s is negligible, s = 0. Now, we find it is more convenient to write the integrand of (5) in terms of R ′ k . Multiplying (2) by R k , we have
Hence (5) becomes
As we can write R k in terms of R ′ k as (2), we do not have to work with R k but only need to solve for R ′ k . Setting
and taking a derivative of (2), we obtain
An interesting property of this equation is that in the slow-roll case, z −1 ∼ a −1 ∼ τ , so the potential term z(z −1 ) ′′ vanishes at leading order [16] . Specifically we have
This means that the WKB solution f ∝ e ±icskτ remains valid even on super-sound-horizon scales at leading order in the slow-roll expansion. The general leading order solution during slow-roll inflation is thus
where C k and D k are constant and we have extracted the factor c s k/2 for convenience.
Carrying out the standard quantization procedure, we find that for f to be properly normalized, the constants C k and D k satisfy
Setting D k = 0 corresponds to the usual choice of the BD vacuum. But here we do not assume so and let D k be generally non-zero. From (6) and (11), the power spectrum can be easily computed to be
Thus, a scale-invariant spectrum requires
Now we return to (7). For slow-roll inflation, R ′ k rapidly decays outside the sound horizon. However, since z grows like a, neither I 1 nor I 2 may not be negligible outside the sound horizon.
Rewrite them in terms of f , we easily find the expression for ℜ[I 1 ] as
where we have used (12) . The second term is
Here, upon integrating the last term of the integrand, there is no time dependence and thus literally integrating from −∞ it diverges. However in reality it should be understood as the boundary τ ∞ with |τ | ≪ |τ ∞ | at which the initial condition is specified. This means depending on our choice of c s kτ ∞ , the contribution of this term may become very large, in fact can be made arbitrarily large.
Hence we cannot neglect it even in the limit k → 0. In this limit,
If we only consider the contribution from the terms C * and hence cancels out. For the other terms in (4), the calculation goes more or less the same, and we find slow-roll suppressed contributions are given in the form,
Thus, from (3) in the squeezed limit the addtional contribution to the non-linear parameter f NL when D k = 0 is given by
Note that the only assumption we have made is slow-roll inflation where z −1 ∼ a −1 ∼ τ , and thus all the above arguments are completely valid for general vacuum state under the constancy of the curvature perturbation R.
III. LOCAL, SCALE-INDEPENDENT f NL
From (17), we see that f NL will be k-dependent in general due to that of C k D * k , in addition to that from non-linear evolution on large scales [17] . With the normalization (12), we may parametrize C k and D k as
From the power spectrum (13), by setting A ≡ |C k + D k | 2 which should be almost k-independent, we can solve for χ k as
where
Meanwhile, for f NL (17) we have, extracting the only (possibly) scale dependent part,
With a suitable cutoff τ ∞ , we may choose ϕ k and χ k to make (21) have a particular k-dependence.
Further, given the amplitude of the power spectrum A, sin (2χ k ) is written in terms of ϕ k as (20) so f NL contains a single free parameter ϕ k other than the cutoff. To proceed further, let us for illustration consider two different choices of τ ∞ , and see when f NL becomes scale-invariant. These choices are depicted in Figure 1 .
Note that the conditions we derive below are phenomenological ones to be satisfied if f NL is to remain almost scale-invariant. One may well try to construct more concrete and realistic models which can be approximated to the cases below, but the construction of such models is beyond the scope of the present paper.
This corresponds to fixing τ ∞ common to all modes. This will be the case when there is a phase transition at τ = τ ∞ [18] . In this case, −c s kτ ∞ = k/k ∞ ≫ 1 and we can think of three simple possibilities that give k-independent f NL :
1. ϕ k ≪ 1: In this case we find
Thus, by choosing ϕ k = γ c k ∞ /k, with γ c being constant, we can make f NL scale-invariant.
2. 2χ k ≪ 1: Likewise, we find Thus 2χ k ≈ γ c k ∞ /k with a k-independent ϕ k works as well. Note that in this case, ϕ k is constant but its value is not constrained, and A ≈ 1 so that the state is very close to the BD vacuum.
3. ϕ k ≪ 1 and 2χ k ≪ 1: We have
Thus, choosing ϕ = p(k ∞ /k) n and 2χ k = q(k ∞ /k) 1−n with p, q and 0 < n < 1 being constant
In this case, the cutoff τ ∞ depends on k in such a way that −c s kτ ∞ = γ p is constant. This is the case when the cutoff corresponds to a fixed, very short physical distance. Hence this cutoff may be relevant when we consider possible trans-Planckian effects [19] . Again, let us consider three simple possibilities:
Thus we require ϕ k to have no k-dependence in order to have a scale-invariant f NL .
2. 2χ k ≪ 1: In this case B ≈ −(γ p /2)2χ k sin ϕ k . Thus it is k-independent if both ϕ k and χ k are constant, for an arbitrary value of ϕ k .
3. ϕ k ≪ 1 and 2χ k ≪ 1: This gives
This is a limiting case of the second case above, and the simplest example is when both ϕ k and 2χ k are k-independent.
We note that in all the cases considered above, f NL can be large, say f NL 10, if c 2 s = 1 and the constant γ c or γ p is large.
IV. CONCLUSION
In this article, focusing on single-field slow-roll inflation, we have studied in detail the squeezed limit of the bispectrum when the initial state is a general vacuum. In this case, the standard consistency relation between the spectral index of the power spectrum of the curvature perturbation and the amplitude of the squeezed limit of the bispectrum does not hold. In particular, the squeezed limit of the bispectrum may not be slow-roll suppressed.
Under the assumption that the comoving curvature perturbation is conserved on super-soundhorizon scales, we have derived the general relation between the squeezed limit of the primordial bispectrum, described in terms of the non-linear parameter f NL and the power spectrum. We find f NL is indeed not slow-roll suppressed. But it depends explicitly on the momentum in general, hence may not be in the local form. We then have discussed the condition for f NL to be momentumindependent. We have considered two typical ways to fix the initial state. One is to fix the state at a given time, common to all modes. The other is to fix the state for each mode at a given physical momentum. The former and the latter may be relevant when there was a phase transition, and when discussing trans-Planckian effects, respectively. We have spelled out the conditions for both cases and presented simple examples in which a large, scale-invariant f NL is realized.
Naturally it is of great interest to see if these simple examples can be actually realized in any specific models of inflation. Researches in this direction are left for future study.
